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**ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS DIRECTIVE (EPBD)**

- **June – 2017**  
  Energy Efficiency in Buildings Law: adopted to meet basic EPBD requirements

- **October – 2020**  
  ALL 14 bylaws were successfully adopted

**ENERGY EFFICIENCY DIRECTIVE (EED)**

The process of implementing EED is still ongoing in Ukraine

- **October – 2021**  
  Law «On Energy Efficiency Law was adopted» to meet basic EPBD requirements

  - **43 bylaws** should be developed and adopted

- **October – 2021**  
  Law «On Amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On combined production of heat and electrical energy (cogeneration) and use of waste power potential” on the development of highly efficient cogeneration»: adopted in the first reading and is currently being prepared for a second reading
Today, the following secondary legislation drafts are among the most anticipated and important to be adopted under EED:

- Long-term national strategy of thermal modernization of buildings until 2050 (under preparation by MinRegion)


- Financing of EED implementation
  - Law «On Energy Efficiency» stipulates that the following state target programs must be developed and adopted
    - On renovation of the housing stock
    - On energy modernization of the DH companies (state or municipal property)
    - On modernization of the WS&S companies (state or municipal property)

- Other bylaws should be developed

**DEADLINE:** 18 months

**DEADLINE:** 3 months